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https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B004O7EVNW
https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B000HEUWCA
https://www.dickblick.com/products/staedtler-mars-technico-780-lead-holder/
ptrogu
Sticky Note
Mars Steadler mechanical lead holder with 2mm lead (should be 2H hardness). One could use the kind of mechanical pencil that takes very thin leads and just advances with the click at the top; but those tend to break and even though they come in different thicknesses (for example 0.5 mm) one can never really get a very thin point. The point is always blunt as they can't really be sharpened, only pushed forward. So my requirement is for this more robust and precise tool, although you already likely own the other more common type.

ptrogu
Sticky Note
 Alternate triangle: Alvin 8' or 10" 30/60 triangle

ptrogu
Sticky Note
Alternate triangle: Alvin 6" or 8" 45/45 triangle. These don't have the inch/centimeter markings but I like that they are not fully transparent.

ptrogu
Sticky Note
Drafting compass. Alvin is a good brand. Unfortunately there is a lot of variation and sometimes more expensive does not mean better quality. The green link goes to a slightly different model. Don't forget to check with your friends and family as older generations might still own beautiful compasses from their school days, stored away in the attic or in a forgotten drawer. Such vintage sets (99% of the time of good quality if made before 1980) can also be found on Etsy or Ebay.

https://www.dickblick.com/items/canson-xl-bristol-pad-9-x-12-smooth-25-sheets-tapebound/
https://www.dickblick.com/items/strathmore-300-series-tracing-paper-9-x-12-50-sheets/
https://www.dickblick.com/items/strathmore-400-series-recycled-paper-sketch-pad-12-x-9-portrait-100-sheets/
https://www.dickblick.com/products/olfa-snap-off-blade-cutter/
https://www.amazon.com/Staedtler-526-50-Plastic-Erasers/dp/B004HIW02M
https://www.dickblick.com/products/alvin-introductory-bow-compass/
ptrogu
Sticky Note
Olfa 180 Cutting knife (Made in Japan). This is the best cutter for the money. Metal. Do not use X-Acto knives, they are not good despite their popularity.

https://www.dickblick.com/products/palomino-blackwing-long-point-pencil-sharpener/
https://www.amazon.com/PRO-ART-4-Inch-60-Yards-Drafting/dp/B0041LOOVA
https://www.dickblick.com/products/staedtler-drafting-dots/
ptrogu
Sticky Note
Painter's (masking) tape to secure technical drawing down. In alternative you can use drafting dots (not pictured) which are little "stickers" used for the same purpose (click on the smaller green rectangle under this one).

ptrogu
Sticky Note
9x12 drawing and drafting paper pad. Used mostly for the technical drawings. Can be used to construct the cube (cube project). This brand, Canson, is very good. Should be heavy weight (100 lb cover (American weight) / 260g/sq meter (Euro weight) and "smooth".

ptrogu
Sticky Note
9x12 tracing paper pad. Translucent, inexpensive paper useful in all kinds of drawings, particularly for designers. The weight is light: 25 lb / 40g sq meter (similar to copy paper). Strathmore is a good brand but others are fine too for this kind of paper.

ptrogu
Sticky Note
General purpose sketching paper, used for all hand-drawn free-hand drawings. Weight is 60 lb / 89 g/sq meter (about twice as heavy as copy paper. Canson is shown, but other brands are fine; link goes to Strathmore brand.

ptrogu
Sticky Note
Micron pens in various thickness points. These are not needed for the class and all drawings must be done in pencil (free-hand) or using  the technical lead holder, however as designers it's nice to have a nice drawing pen. I like the 0.3 mm (good for quick sketches, but they go as thin as 0.05 and up to 0.8 and higher. Very fine nibs tend to give out after a while, but using these on the good drawing, smooth paper is really nice.

https://www.dickblick.com/items/staedtler-lumograph-pencil-b/
ptrogu
Sticky Note
Lumograph pencils. Can be bought single or as sets, either of the same hardness or sets with different hardness. HB and B are good for general purpose sketching. Not recommended for drafting, although with the 2H hardness and constant sharpening to keep point "pointed" you could do very nice technical drawings. But much simpler to use the mechanical lead holder with 2mm, 2H lead instead; a lot less trouble.

https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B088GPB8WR
ptrogu
Sticky Note
6" 45/45 degree drafting triangle. Brand: Coopay. Has inches and centimeters/millimeter markings built-in. The markings do not start at the corner which is very good as the corners tend to get chipped and it's always best to measure from a point on a line rather than from a corner. Comes as a set with the 9" 30/60 triangle (to the left). I checked the markings against a very precise Mylar ruler (Schaedler Precision Ruler): they are exact and they do match. So you can use these triangles as a benchmark. Ideally your other rulers should match these. The markings are very useful, so this is a good buy. I also checked their "squareness" and they are good. (In the video I only show the check for the Alvin triangles, which are also good and "square").

https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B088GPB8WR
ptrogu
Sticky Note
9" 30/60 degree drafting triangle. Brand: Coopay. Has inches and centimeters/millimeter markings built-in. The markings do not start at the corner which is very good as the corners tend to get chipped and it's always best to measure from a point on a line rather than from a corner. Comes as a set with the 6" 30/60 degree triangle (to the right). I checked the markings against a very precise Mylar ruler (Schaedler Precision Ruler): they are exact and they do match. So you can use these triangles as a benchmark. Ideally your other rulers should match these. The markings are very useful, so this is a good buy. I also checked their "squareness" and they are good. (In the video I only show the check for the Alvin triangles, which are also good and "square").

https://www.artsupply.com/Alumicolor-18-inch-Standard-Silver-T-Square_p_80182.html
ptrogu
Sticky Note
18" aluminum t-square. Very useful tool; saves a lot of time when doing a combination of horizontal and vertical lines. Needs a straight side edge against which to slide up and down in order to be useful, like a plywood, lightweight art board or a desk with a clean, straight edge. Recommended only; not required. Alvin brand shown; link goes to Alumicolor brand.

https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B00IXLPO8G/ref=ppx_od_dt_b_asin_title_s05
ptrogu
Sticky Note
A straigth edge (ruler) with inch and centimeters/millimeter markings. The one shown is steel, 15" long which is useful, and has a cork lining under it to prevent sliding. I actually prefer it without the cork, which is useful when using for cutting, but not so great when drafting. The link goes to an Officemate model (15-inch). See additional link on page 2 for the Alumicolor brand (but only 12-inch).

https://www.dickblick.com/products/paper-mate-mirado-black-warrior-pencil/
ptrogu
Sticky Note
Mirado Black Warrior pencils #2. Very good for sketching. Not sure if they come in softer leads.  

https://www.dickblick.com/products/palomino-blackwing-pencils/
ptrogu
Sticky Note
Palomino Blackwing 602 pencils -- a bit more expensive, but wonderful. Made of nice smelling cedar wood and smooth leads that just flow on the paper. Black = Soft; Gray = Hard; Natural = Extra firm; White = Medium.

https://www.dickblick.com/products/olfa-snap-off-blade-cutter-replacement-blades/
ptrogu
Sticky Note
Olfa knife replacement blades. The blade that comes with the knife should be enough for the semester though.

https://www.talasonline.com/Bone-Folders?quantity=1&number=352&length=43
ptrogu
Sticky Note
Bone folder. Only recommended -- but if you are going into visual communication design (graphic design) you should have this one. Comes in different sizes and shapes for all kinds of bookbinding purposes. A good size is 6" with a pointed end. Great for any project having to do with paper; for scoring, folding, etc. The link goes to Talas, a bookbinding supply store, but you can normally get it at a good art store or online. DO NOT get a plastic one. The bone -- it's real -- does not heat up or scratch like plastic does.

ptrogu
Sticky Note
A little 15 cm (6 inch) ruler I got in Italy that I keep in my leather pencil pouch; super useful but again only "recommended". The link goes to an Alumicolor 6-inch ruler with both inches and millimeters.

https://www.dickblick.com/products/staedtler-mars-sandpaper-lead-pointer/
ptrogu
Sticky Note
A sandpaper pad or any piece of fine sand paper (220) to sharpen 2mm lead in mechanical lead holder and lead in compass). If available, a second pass on finer sand paper (the kind used for metal) is great. The link goes to the standard sand paper pad that can usually be got at art stores. This will get messy; best to keep it in a zip-lock plastic bag.

https://www.dickblick.com/items/prismacolor-verithin-pencil-set-set-of-12-colors-set-of-12/
ptrogu
Sticky Note
Verathin colored pencils. Not required but you do need a few colored pencils if you opt to do the color version of the last  drawing in the semester. These are a bit harder and good for detail. Can be useful when doing complex drawings to separate different sets of lines. The cross-section shape of the pencil is an hexagon. See page 2 and linked rectangle below for the softer Prismacolor color pencils; these have a round cross section.

https://www.dickblick.com/items/prismacolor-premier-colored-pencils-set-of-12/
ptrogu
Sticky Note
Prismacolor softer color pencils (cross-section: round. Again, not required, but very nice color pencils; would be ideal for final color drawing (the picture only shows Verathin, not Prismacolor.)

ptrogu
Sticky Note
Staedler plastic eraser. The one to have for drafting.

ptrogu
Sticky Note
Blackwing two-step pencil sharpener. Only recommended, unfortunately expensive, but wonderful. Other cheaper sharpeners will do but with varying results. One always should finish off the point by running it sideways on paper and rotating the pencil, to get a really fine point. As an alternative, in several videos I show how to sharpen pencils (for sketching) by hand using the Olfa knife. Takes longer but it's kind of relaxing. 

https://www.dickblick.com/items/sakura-pigma-micron-pen-set-black-03-set-of-3/
https://www.amazon.com/Staedtler-502-BK-A6-Pointer/dp/B002EL9J50
ptrogu
Sticky Note
Sometimes the tip of this tool functions as a sharpener, but it's not very good. It's not shown here, but there is an optional mechanical sharpener for the lead holder with 2mm lead. See various videos for details.

https://www.amazon.com/Staedtler-Mars-STD-200E2-2H-Drawing-Lead/dp/B000KNNXY2
ptrogu
Sticky Note
Does not show, but the actual 2mm lead should be 2H hardness. Sometimes the lead holder comes with that hardness; more often it comes with HB (#2 hardness, which is too soft for drafting). Lead hardness of 2H is required for your technical drawings to be sharp and neat.

ptrogu
Typewritten Text

ptrogu
Typewritten Text
TROGU – DES 220 Introduction to Drawing for Designers – SFSU Fall 2021
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ptrogu
Typewritten Text
Click on green boxes for online info.Click on sticky notes for descriptions.See page 2 for a text only listwith links.
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ptrogu
Sticky Note
More Scotch tape. No description needed. Imagine life before Scotch tape. As my teacher said about glues and tape: "Long live the great gluon and all the saint adhesives!" In the atom, a "gluon" holds quarks together to from protons and neutrons. But scotch tape is not good to secure your drawing down -- it's a pain to take it off later, use painter's (masking) tape instead.

https://www.dickblick.com/items/alumicolor-standard-straight-edge-6-silver/
ptrogu
Sticky Note
Scotch (Magic) tape for the construction of the rough cube. Elmer's white glue (see link on page 2) will be needed for the construction of the refined cube.

https://www.dickblick.com/items/scotch-magic-transparent-tape-in-dispenser-34-x-650-1-core/
https://www.dickblick.com/items/scotch-magic-transparent-tape-in-dispenser-34-x-650-1-core/


Pino Trogu DES 220 Intro to Drawing for Designers SFSU – Fall 2021

Drawing, drafting, and sketching tools and supplies.   Last update: Aug 17, 2021

Some of these tools are required and some are recommended. All can be purchased from different vendors and of different qualities. 
The items/brands indicated are a good buy for the price and I have checked them personally. The required tools in the past have cost 
approximately $60 total but you might already own some of them.
     Please note that the video associated with this list is from Spring 2021. In Fall 2021 the compass is again required. Refer also to the 
syllabus for the most up-to-date list.
     Getting the right compass can be tricky; it should not spread wider as you draw the circles, which unfortunately happens with some 
compasses, even when they have a threaded screw to adjust the aperture. Make sure you check with relatives who might have a 
beautiful old compass set they haven’t used since their college days. Any compass prior to the 1980s is gonna be good, equivalent to 
what today might cost hundreds of dollars.

Check also these Bay Area stores:
Artist & Craftsman Supply – Berkeley   —  Blick Art Materials – San Francisco  —   Arch Art Supplies – San Francisco
Flax Art & Design – SF and Oakland   —  Utrecht – 2 SF locations: Market St and Van Ness Ave

Legend (for reference only): A = Amazon  B = Blick  O = Other

Required tools & supplies (or equivalent quality) As of 8/17/21

1 Staedtler lead holder for technical drawings 2mm lead (2H lead hardness) B 9.26

2 Drafting triangles set (2): 6" 45/45 & 9" 30/60 Coopay brand, inches and millimeters A 9.99

3 Drafting compass (for circles up to at least 9" diameter – Alvin) B 12.99

4 Officemate steel 15" straight edge A 4.73

5 Staedtler Mars Plastic Eraser B 1.75

6 Olfa 180 cutting knife snap blade (do not use X-Acto knife!) B 3.89

7 Lumograph Pencil B for sketching B 1.80

8 Drafting paper pad for technical drawings (Canson, smooth) 9x12 B 6.16

9 Tracing paper pad all-purpose (Strathmore) 9x12 B 5.25

10 Sketching paper pad for free-hand drawings (Strathmore) 9x12 B 8.26

11 Painter's tape (to hold down drafting sheet) B 5.70

12 Scotch (magic) tape for rough cube construction 3/4" x 18 yards B 3.90

13 Sandpaper 220 grit or sandpaper pad B 2.55

14 Dahle Canister Pencil Sharpener (as an alternative, sharpen pencils by hand) B 5.89

15 Elmer's white glue for refined cube construction 4 oz B 2.12

Total 84.24

Alternate triangles and straight edge if the ones above (#2 & #4) are not available
1 Alternate triangle: 8" 30/60 triangle (Alvin) A 10.17

2 Alternate triangle: 6" 45/45 triangle (Alvin) A 9.81

3 Alternate straight edge: 12" Alumicolor aluminum; ideally 15") B 7.25

Recommended / suggested tools (not required but very useful if your budget allows it)
1 Alumicolor aluminum T-square 18" O 11.20

2 Alvin 8.5x12 Self-healing cutting mat (use the back of your drafting pad as alternative) B 9.45

3 Staedtler 2H 2mm drawing lead A 4.22

4 Staedtler rotary action lead sharpener for 2mm leads (use sandpaper as alternative) A 8.50

5 Top quality pencil sharpener (Blackwing) B 9.95

6 Palomino Blackwing 602 pencils for sketching – set of 12 B 24.95

7 Mirado Black Warrior pencils for sketching (set of 12) B 2.97

8 Staedtler drafting dots (instead of tape to hold drafting sheet down) B 14.20

9 Bone folder (for paper and bookbinding projects) O 5.70

10 Micron pens 0.3 mm set of 3 (only for your own use -- no pen use in this class) B 6.84

11 Color pencils 1: Prismacolor Verithin color pencils (harder, hexagonal cross-section) set of 12 B 7.88

12 Color pencils 2: Prismacolor Premier color pencils (softer, round cross-section) set of 12 B 14.53

13 Shaedler precision rules (inches, decimal inches, millimeters, & picas) original twin set O 47.98

14 Architect's scale A 8.64

15 Drafting board, with or without a parallel straight edge (which works like a T-square but better and faster) O (various)

https://www.dickblick.com/products/staedtler-mars-technico-780-lead-holder/
https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B088GPB8WR
https://www.dickblick.com/products/alvin-introductory-bow-compass/
https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B00IXLPO8G/ref=ppx_od_dt_b_asin_title_s05
https://www.dickblick.com/items/staedtler-mars-plastic-eraser/
https://www.dickblick.com/products/olfa-snap-off-blade-cutter/
https://www.dickblick.com/items/staedtler-lumograph-pencil-b/
https://www.dickblick.com/items/canson-xl-bristol-pad-9-x-12-smooth-25-sheets-tapebound/
https://www.dickblick.com/items/strathmore-300-series-tracing-paper-9-x-12-50-sheets/
https://www.dickblick.com/items/strathmore-400-series-recycled-paper-sketch-pad-12-x-9-portrait-100-sheets/
https://www.dickblick.com/items/scotch-painters-tape-34-x-60-yards/
https://www.dickblick.com/items/scotch-magic-transparent-tape-in-dispenser-34-x-650-1-core/
https://www.dickblick.com/products/staedtler-mars-sandpaper-lead-pointer/
https://www.dickblick.com/items/dahle-canister-pencil-sharpener-dual-hole/
https://www.dickblick.com/items/elmers-glue-all-4-oz/
https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B000HEUWCA
https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B004O7EVNW
https://www.dickblick.com/items/alumicolor-non-slip-straight-edge-ruler-12/
https://www.artsupply.com/Alumicolor-18-inch-Standard-Silver-T-Square_p_80182.html
https://www.dickblick.com/items/alvin-cutting-mat-8-12-x-12-greenblack/
https://www.amazon.com/Staedtler-Mars-STD-200E2-2H-Drawing-Lead/dp/B000KNNXY2
https://www.amazon.com/Staedtler-502-BK-A6-Pointer/dp/B002EL9J50
https://www.dickblick.com/products/palomino-blackwing-long-point-pencil-sharpener/
https://www.dickblick.com/products/palomino-blackwing-pencils/
https://www.dickblick.com/products/paper-mate-mirado-black-warrior-pencil/
https://www.dickblick.com/products/staedtler-drafting-dots/
https://www.talasonline.com/Bone-Folders?quantity=1&number=352&length=43
https://www.dickblick.com/items/sakura-pigma-micron-pen-set-black-03-set-of-3/
https://www.dickblick.com/items/prismacolor-verithin-pencil-set-set-of-12-colors-set-of-12/
https://www.dickblick.com/items/prismacolor-premier-colored-pencils-set-of-12/
https://www.schaedlerprecision.com/products.htm
https://www.amazon.com/Staedtler-12-Inches-Architect-Triangular-98718-31BK/dp/B001E67XZ4/ref=sr_1_11
https://www.thearchitectsguide.com/blog/drafting-board
https://artistcraftsman.com/
https://www.dickblick.com/stores/california/san-francisco-market-st/
https://shop.archsupplies.com/
https://flaxart.com/store-locations/
https://www.utrechtart.com/stores/california/san-francisco-market-st/
https://www.utrechtart.com/stores/california/san-francisco-van-ness/
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